Message from the Rev. Bill Humphreys and the Health and
Safety Committee June 26, 2020
Hello Las Placitas Presbyterian Church! I hope that you’re all safe
and secure and healthy at home and paying some attention to the
news around us. The attached material comes from the Health and
Safety Committee and it has been approved by the Session. This
material, and more to come later, reflects large commitments of time
and care on the part of the committee members. And, more
recently, an increased number of LPPC folk have added their
attention to details that come along with opening the church to
gatherings in person and in place. We’re not there yet; this material
helps us a great deal to be better prepared when the time is right.
The many words here reflect our serious attention to being and
staying healthy, individually and together. Please give these
attachments your attention. May God bless us all in these times.
-Bill Humphreys

Sincerely,
Karen Cox

Las Placitas Presbyterian Church

COVID-Era Reopening Plans
June 25, 2020

In March of 2020, the LPPC Session appointed a Health and Safety Committee (HSC) to monitor the
status of COVID-19, a world-wide pandemic caused by a highly infectious virus, and the relevant Federal,
State and local public health guidance, and to make recommendations to LPPC leadership on steps to
remain in compliance with such guidance while minimizing risks to our church membership.

One very important role of the HSC has been to assist the LPPC Session, and a group of HSC
Subcommittees, in developing function-specific plans for responsible, phased re-entry into church
activities during the three stages of the pandemic recognized by the New Mexico Department of Health.
The plans will cover:

1. Building and Grounds
2. Casa Rosa
3. Communications
4. Education
5. Ethical and Legal Considerations
6. Fellowship
7. Mothers’ Day Out
8. Outside Users of the Church
9. Pastoral Care
10. Worship
11. Small Outdoor Gatherings with Restroom Access
This document contains the first two of a number of reopening plans to be approved by Session. Other
plans will be approved and disseminated over the coming days. We ask that all those planning churchrelated or church-located activities be familiar with, and follow, the guidance in all plans relevant to that
activity.

1. Ethical and Legal Considerations (page 2). This plan is an overarching consideration of
who we are as a faith community, our responsibilities to one another in the face of a the
COVID-19 pandemic, and our legal obligations as a church. The principles and guidance
in this plan frame and underpin all of the other plans.
2. Small Outdoor Meetings with Restroom Access (page 5). This plan was an early priority
to facilitate activities proposed by groups who wish to gather outside, in very small
groups, with COVID-safe practices in place.

1. Ethical and Legal Considerations

Ethical Considerations

Statement of Purpose: The Sub-Committee views its "Ethical Considerations" with reference to
COVID-19 and phased re-opening of the church as:

Identifying those ethical considerations which are expectations of conduct that serve to protect the
health and welfare of church members and visitors in the church buildings or on church property, and in
meetings and gatherings; noting our societal and individual responsibilities; and those which differ from
legal considerations (the requirements of law—considered separately in this report).

The Sub-Committee considered the importance of communicating that acceptable ethical
conduct (morals, what is right or wrong) is pleasing to God in accordance with our religious
tradition; and that our values will attempt to explain the need for understanding and accepting
rules of behavior and potential limitations on tradition and ceremony which may be necessary in view of
the COVID-19 pandemic—in order to partially or fully resume church activities.

The Sub-Committee supports and recommends the following with regard to Ethical
Considerations to the LPPC Church in this time of Pandemic:

• Continuing Church Mission and Ministry
• The rightness of mitigating risks to fellow congregants
• Providing ethical support to vulnerable populations: seniors; the disabled; the sick; the
young; the home-bound; the hospitalized, etc.

The manner by which we will achieve some of these objectives is by Signage in church spaces

indicating our commitment to:

• Wear face masks in face-to-face encounters, as needed
• Encourage members to refrain from handshakes, hugs or kisses
• Maintain physical distancing
• Increased sanitation awareness throughout the sanctuary
• Advocate personal hygiene, such as frequent handwashing/use of hand sanitizer and wipes
• Consider new types of worship services, in order to minimize health risks. Options could
include shorter services, services for smaller numbers of people, and services designed
around the specific health needs of seniors.
• Maintain our close spiritual commitment to God, our church, and to our community

Older congregants and individuals with serious underlying health conditions may not be able to
re-enter the church at the time of even a partial return to normal service for various health
reasons. We will provide continued support for our vulnerable members such as via telephone
calls and/or screen-door visits; continue Zoom-type (virtual) opportunities for meetings and
Sunday service for home-bound parishioners in order to maximize their sense of belonging and
participation rather than as mere remote observers. We will seriously investigate broadcasting
church services on-line in real time, as well as recording these services and placing them online
for later viewing.

We will avoid our usual fellowship/coffee time together; with permission, perform touch-free
temperature checks where needed; provide PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) to staff, and
church volunteers such as to ushers or greeters as needed.

Prior to resuming service, we will install within the church building, multiple sanitation stations
dispensing disposable wipes or liquids; encourage appropriate self-isolating & monitoring
and/or testing; protect the medical privacy and dignity of our members, and discourage conversation
about who may be sick. We are supportive of New Mexico public health efforts.

The pandemic has impacted not only congregants but also other users of the church facility
such as persons involved in our outreach programs, music venues within the sanctuary,
restoration and maintenance schedulers and workers, retreats, etc. We will convey our
coronavirus sanitation requirements (legal) and ethical considerations to these other users of
the church facility and obtain their agreement and cooperation.

Finally, re-opening the church needs to be predicated not on benefiting economic factors
which have been adversely affected by forced state-wide closings, and that have involved legal
powers and actions in the various States, but rather, for us as much as possible, on availability of disease
preventions (vaccine) and countermeasures (effective medical treatments) as well as preserving
inclusiveness, a major ethical concern of faith communities like ours.

The Sub-Committee on Ethical Considerations regards these approaches as morally right
and appropriate for the church.

Legal Considerations

Statement of Purpose: The Sub-Committee views its "Legal Considerations" with reference to
COVID-19 and phased re-opening of the church as:

Identifying such avoidable risks as from contaminated surfaces (sanitation); use of common
equipment and prayer books; group singing; certain potentially hazardous practices during
communion; seating; arrival and departure practices—while communicating our risk avoidance
strategies to the Session; the congregation; and, to our insurer, Church Mutual Insurance
Company, if required; and to users of the building

The Sub-Committee supports and recommends limiting Legal "risks" considerations to
mean: closely following Trusted Sources such as mitigating CDC coronavirus guidance
recommendations; the coronavirus Health and Safety recommendations consistent with
applicable federal and State of New Mexico laws and regulations; and specifically, "Returning
to Public Worship" (PCUSA); "The Least of These: Guidelines for Churches in a
Pandemic" (Presbytery of Scioto Valley); "Interim Guidance for Communities of Faith"
(CDC); and "Recommendations for a Safe Return to Worship" issued by Church Mutual
Insurance Company, our insurer.

The Sub-Committee on Ethics and Legal Considerations focused ONLY on potential
manageable (avoidable) Risks and NOT on legal liability matters and defers all COVID-19
considerations that would involve legal liability of churches to consultation of the Session with
our insurer, Church Mutual Insurance Company which would appropriately consult on such
issues.

The Sub-Committee, however, does look forward to possibly augmenting its Legal
recommendations with comments coming from the soon-to-be published guidance document
from Presbytery of Scioto Valley to be titled, Legal Guidance for Churches in a Pandemic,
which would speak directly to legal issues and churches.

An eventual return to limited or to "normal" church activities would best be determined based
on a significant continuing reduction in the incidence of COVID-19 infection in our community
and State and the availability of disease preventions and countermeasures.

Re-opening also needs eventual Health & Safety Policy acceptance by the Session and by our
Insurer — that is informed by Trusted Sources including recommendations and alerts from the HSC
(Health & Safety Committee); and NOT solely by government lifting health & safety restrictions (Legal
Considerations), such as on closure as was imposed by the State on certain businesses.

Federal and State guidance with regard to COVID-19 cannot, however, infringe First
Amendment protections under the U.S. Constitution or

…"any other federal law, including the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1933 (RFRA.)
The federal government may not prescribe standards of faith interactions in houses of worship,
and in accordance with the First Amendment, no faith community should be asked to adopt any
mitigation strategies that are more stringent than the mitigation strategies asked of similarly
situated entities or activities."
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Coronavirus Disease 2019:
Interim Guidance for Communities of Faith)

While the church has voluntarily followed suggested health and safety recommendations
including closing the church, wearing face masks and physical distancing, our efforts to regain
our usual church activity will be left to us to decide.

In scaling up activities, particularly worship within the church facility, we should establish and

maintain communication and relationships as we have already done with the CDC (Health and
Safety Committee responsibilities) to determine which current disease mitigation levels are in
use, needed, and required in our local community.

We must also remain duly cognizant of other relevant data such as that which comes locally
from the New Mexico Department of Health, so as to coordinate our gradual re-opening, where
possible and appropriate for us, in line with all of these local/state/federal health and safety
recommendations.

A small gathering even out of doors in (up to 50 participants) or even greater participation in
excess of 50 rightfully should still involve, according to the CDC, un-impaired members wearing
face masks and practicing socially distancing. Participation is a decision to be made
individually. Each person, acting in response to recommendations from authoritative sources,
will need to decide for themselves how much risk they wish to assume.

Due to the variable nature of pandemic, it may prove necessary to move back and forth
between phases should an elevation occur in infection or deaths. We, of course, want all
members of the church to participate fully as soon as it is reasonable and safe to do so.

These goals can be achieved by utilizing the Ethical Principles and Legal Risk Avoidance
Strategies outlined in this report from the Ad Hoc Sub-Committee on Ethical and Legal
Considerations, supported by the HSC.

"Let us be guided by the Word, responsive to the Spirit, and open to the Grace of God."

2. Small Outdoor Gatherings with Restroom Access
(Building & Grounds Committee, Worship Committee)
Risk Factors







Close proximity to a person who is infected
Factors of worshiping or meeting together that are likely to increase transmission such
as singing, touching something that other people have touched, multiple people in the
same room
Risk of exposure to a person infected with the virus having ongoing health problems
Increased risk to our vulnerable population

Considerations






We have considered whether any of our practices enhance risk to our congregation
Because of changing circumstances with the incidence of Covid 19, we may have to
move up or down in our stages
We are offering alternate activities for the vulnerable population
Since risk can never be entirely eliminated in congregational activity, each person will
have to take the responsibility of determining what level of risk he/she is willing to incur

Stages 1, 2 and 3

For the Outside Event





Gathering will consist of no more than 10 participants for Stage 1
Reservations will be taken to manage participant number and to inform participants of the
arrival screening process
On arrival, participants will be screened as follows:
o Screen individuals for fever: Take each individual’s temperature, using a non-contact
thermometer; clean it with an alcohol wipe (or isopropyl alcohol on a cotton swab)
between each person. If a tempearture of 100.4F (38.00C) or above, they will be sent
home (however, see asterisked note below).
o Question: Have you experienced any symptoms (fever, shortness of breath, or cough) in
the last 24 hours?

o








Question: Have you been in contact in the last 14 days with anyone COVID-19 positive
or displaying symptoms?
Social distancing (at least 6’) will be observed at all times
Masks covering mouth and nose will be worn at all times (participants are asked to bring their
own, but some extra masks will be available if needed)
Hand sanitizer will be provided and participants will sanitize their hands before the meeting
begins
Organizers will decontaminate all accessible non-porous hard surfaces to be used (it is not
necessary to sanitize porous outdoor surfaces such as stone, cement, concrete or adobe)
No LPPC chairs or pillows/cushions will be used. Participants requiring seating or cushioning will
provide their own
Zoom or other electronic participation, or recordings, may be offered for those who choose not,
or are unable, to attend in person

*NOTE: Exposure to very warm conditions, such as driving to the meeting in a warm car, can cause body
temperatures to rise several degrees temporarily. Participants having elevated temperatures may sit
quietly in the shade for several minutes and then be re-tested.

For Restroom Access (Building Access)







Entrance to the church for restroom access will be only via the north east door closest to the
classrooms, which the organizer will unlock
Access to the building beyond the restrooms will not be permitted. The hall will be blocked as a
reminder
The kitchen and water fountain will not be accessible. Participants are expected to bring their
own water and food if desired.
Classrooms and Library will not be accessible
Avoid touching surfaces while walking through the hallway and take extra care to avoid touching
items related to child care and MDO

Use of Restroom Facilities









Use hand sanitizer before touching doorknobs on the way to the restroom
Walk directly to the restroom without entering other spaces
Access will only be via specified east door
No more than 1 person in the restroom at a time
In the event of a line outside the restroom maintain 6’ social distancing
Wash hands with soap for 20 seconds (two choruses Happy Birthday )
Disinfectant wipes are provided at sinks and should be used to wipe down all surfaces touched,
including countertops, faucets and sinks, toilet seat, light switches and doorknobs

At the Conclusion of the Event






Organizers are responsible for checking that all building doors are locked
Disinfect door handles inside and out for restrooms and building entrance.
Sanitizing porous or rock surfaces is not necessary but following outdoor gatherings the meeting
host should clean any non-porous hard surfaces (e.g., tabletops) after the meeting (and also
before the meeting, if unsure when the last use took place)
Organizers should check all consumables (such as masks, hand sanitizer and sanitary wipes) used
by the group and email the Chair of the Building Committee if replenishment is required.

